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the 18th annual watermill summer benefit 7.30.11

voluptuous panic

the byrd hoffman watermill foundation thanks

lvmh / moët hennessy.louis vuitton

 



shaikha paula al-sabah . dianne b . irving 

benson . pierre bergé . giancarla berti . william 

i. campbell . lisa de kooning . simon de pury 

charles fabius . roger ferris . jolmer d. gerritse 

philip glass . amy guttman . gabriele henkel 

holm keller . jan kengelbach . lummi u. kieren 

william kornreich . ann lewis (in memoriam) 

tatiana platt . katharine rayner . elka rifkin 

roberta sherman . stanley stairs . robert wilson

board of directors 
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directors lab at lincoln center credit - thom dobbin
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giorgio armani . pierre bergé . christophe de 

menil . christoph eschenbach . betty freeman (in 

memoriam) . philip glass . rhoda grauer . donna 

karan . thomas krens . annie leibovitz . gérard 

mortier . jessye norman . maren otto . michael otto  

lou reed . isabella rossellini . richard serra . cindy 

sherman . tom waits . richard von weizsäcker

board of advisors 

resident artists  the brain factory, jason akira somma, chris lancaster,  
alison clancy (usa) credit- hronn axelsdottir
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marina abramović .  marie-claude beaud  

kristy edmunds . jonathan safran foer 

roselee goldberg . alanna heiss . jürgen kluge 

xavier le roy . albert maysles . michael morris 

gérard mortier . ida nicolaisen . john rockwell 

dr. thomas f. schutte . richard sennett 

taryn simon . nike wagner . robert wilson

 selection committee         

resident artist chokra (united arab emirates) credit- hronn axelsdottir 
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elka rifkin (chair) . maeera mougin (honorary 

chair) . maria pessino (honorary chair) . ruth 

applehoff . dianne b . michael braverman 

eileen ekstract . kimberly goff . roberta o. 

hunter . jack lenor larsen . susan lazarus-

reimen .  lys marigold .  sara night ingale 

clifton nordmeier . carole rosenberg . kathy russo  

mark shug . isabel sepulveda scanlon . elizabeth 

debarto skinner . jonathan snow . irene tully

 community board  

resident artist  colin gee (usa) credit- hronn axelsdottir
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 honorary chairs 

marina abramović  . jane adams . pedro almodóvar  

laurie anderson . iman & david bowie . steve 

buscemi . chuck close . bob colacello . alan 

cumming . willem dafoe . antonio damasio 

christophe de menil . baroness philippine de 

rothschild . jimmy fallon . frank gehry . philip glass  

nan goldin . zaha hadid . h.r.h. princess caroline of 

hanover . antony hegarty . jenny holzer . anjelica 

huston . bianca jagger . norah jones . harvey 

keitel . nicole krauss & jonathan safran foer . kylie 

minogue . jessye norman . mary-louise parker  

charlotte rampling . lou reed . charles renfro 

isabella rossellini . sharon stone . james turrell 

viktor & rolf . dita von teese . rufus wainwright

resident artist michael dudeck (canada) credit- hronn axelsdottir
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shaikha paula al-sabah . lisa anastos . wallis annenberg 

lisa de kooning . steven deluca . carla emil & rich silverstein  

wendy & roger ferris . anke & juergen friedrich . barbara 

goldsmith . audrey & martin gruss . anne hearst mcinerney & 

jay mcinerney . calvin klein . dorothy lichtenstein . eugenio 

lopez . the honorable & mrs earle I mack . alison mazzola  

kristen & patrick mcmahon . katharina otto-bernstein & 

nathan bernstein . lisa & richard perry . maria pessino . tatiana 

& campion platt . katharine & william rayner . leila & melville 

straus . christine wächter-campbell & william i. campbell

benefit chairs

resident artists egill sæbjörnsson & marcia moraes (iceland, brazil) credit- hronn axelsdottir
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valerie boster . martin dawson . darrell hartman 

amanda hearst . chloe malle . dalia oberlander

 

 contemporary chairs  

alexander acquavella . genevieve bahrenburg  

fabiola beracasa . edward chapman . peter davis  

zev eisenberg . brooke geahan . allison gorsuch  

trisha gregory . julie henderson . cena jackson 

terence koh . stephanie lacava . katie lee . damion 

luayie . josephine meckseper . sara moonves 

karline moeller . mark mullett . natalie obradovich 

monique pean . richard phillips . lauren remington 

platt . hilary rhoda . mary alice stephenson  

luigi tadini . andrea tese . alexandra vickers 

harley viera-newton . luke weil . arden wohl

 contemporary committee  

resident artists megan whitmarsh and my barbarian (usa) credit- rosalie knox
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artists in residence . summer 2011 

each year, the watermill center invites international 

artists to create a myriad of spectacular site-specific 

installations. in keeping with the mission of the watermill 

center, the artists work together with robert wilson and 

summer program participants to realize large-scale 

works and performances from initial concepts to physical 

completion. this focus on collaboration and the formation 

of international networks sets the watermill residencies 

apart from many residency programs: it fosters the 

exchange of artistic ideas while giving participating artists 

international exposure. concurrently, many of the program 

participants have the unique opportunity of working 

closely with and learning from artists who can already 

look back on a developed body of work and experience.
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jakob oredsson is a visual artist from sweden. his 

installations and performances have been shown at the 

moscow museum of modern art, the national gallery in 

prague, stoke newington international airport in london 

and variety of spaces in copenhagen and berlin.

the works of jakob are mainly site specific installations 

and performances in continuous dialogue with 

architecture, light and audience through the use of a 

wide range of media. his work has been called “striking 

in its simplicity and in the harmony it evokes. it opens the 

mind to endless spatial possibilities.”

jakob received a bfa in scenography at the norwegian 

theatre academy, studied fine art at central saint martins 

college of art and design in london and anthropology 

at lund university in sweden. currently he is a student of 

architecture at the cooper union in new york.

jakob creates the wind - a continuous site-specific 

installation / nature performance in the tall grasses of 

watermill for the benefit event.

atopic bodies is an ongoing project exploring the 

eccentric, the out of place, the unregistered ways the 

human body re-invents itself today. in this eighth quest 

of the radical, atopos contemporary visual culture 

and charlie le mindu, present their new creations, “the 

voluptuous panic attackers", who will invade the 18th 

annual watermill summer benefit showing off their 

sensual personas.

charlie le mindu is a french-born hairstylist and 

headpiece designer based in london. he is a regular 

contributor to dazed and confused, i-d, vogue italy, 

vogue hommes japan, super super, and his clientele 

include lady gaga, carri mundane, peaches and jodie 

harsh. le mindu has shown his collections as part 

of london fashion week, victoria & albert museum, 

nick knight’s showstudio and has recently designed 

rapunzel’s castle in disneyland, paris.

atopos cvc and charlie le mindu have presented the 

performance atopic bodies [three]: the leiotrichous 

tribe, at fondation cartier pour l’art contemporain, paris, 

in january 2011, on the occasion of the mŒbius-transe-

forme exhibition. le mindu is one of the participating 

artists in atopos cvc’s publication entitled not a toy; 

fashioning radical characters (pictoplasma publishing, 

berlin) and in the arrrgh! monsters in fashion exhibition 

(benaki museum, athens), the first exhibition and book 

jakob oredsson
(sweden)

atopos contemporary visual 
culture (greece) + charlie le 
mindu (france)

atopic bodies [eight]: the 
voluptuous panic attackers

about character design in fashion worldwide.

atopos cvc is a non-profit cultural organisation, founded 

in 2003 in athens by stamos fafalios and vassilis 

zidianakis. its aim is to implement innovative projects of 

contemporary visual culture, with particular emphasis 

on the human figure and costume.
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los angeles based artists matthew salata and megan 

whitmarsh use the visual noise of pop culture to 

inform their individual practices. for the 2011 watermill 

benefit they will collaborate as “melted elf” to layer 

the tented area, dance floors and dining areas with 

an idiosyncratic, super-saturated party atmosphere 

installation using inflatable toys and ephemera, 

handmade textile objects and day-glo spraypaint. 

their work synthesizes optimistic futurism with the 

detritus of modern life.

alejandro moreno jashés, born in 1975 in santiago, 

chile, is a playwright and video artist.

he holds a bachelor’s degree in art from the 

universidad de chile, a master’s degree in 

advanced specialization in hispanic philology from 

the instituto de la lengua española in madrid, and 

a master’s degree in creative writing from new 

york university. he is presently pursuing a phd. in 

spanish language and literature at the department 

of spanish and portuguese at new york university. 

he has been an international playwright-in-

residence at the royal court theatre in london and 

casa de américa in madrid. moreno is the author 

of more than fifteen theatrical works, among them 

la amante fascista (fascist lover), norte (north), 

johnny deep (juanito profundo), la vagina de laura 

ingalls (the vagina of laura ingalls), la mujer gallina 

(the hen woman), berlín no es tuyo (berlin is not 

yours) and others. his books have been translated 

into english, mapundungún, german, italian, french 

and portuguese.

as a video artist he is the author of la cura (the cure), 

meritoria, homemade, el sacrificio (the sacrifice), 

leila a un milímetro de mí (leila, a millimeter away 

from me), laura, johnny deep, las troyanas (the 

trojan women), la chata, and others. all have been 

exhibited at various galleries and museums.

he lives and works in new york.

moreno directs a site specific performance dealing 

with time, history and language in the watermill 

center for the benefit.

megan whitmarsh and 
matthew salata
(us) 

alejandro moreno jashés
(chile)
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born in tehran in 1978, nazanin fakoor grew up in 

germany. she studied theatre arts at the ludwig-

maximilian university in munich and the sorbonne 

nouvelle in paris. in 2008, she graduated in 

set and costume design at the ecole nationale 

supérieure des arts visuels, la cambre in brussels. 

having several years of professional experience in 

different theatres and opera houses such as the 

bayerisches staatsschauspiel in munich, opera 

garnier in paris and la monnaie in brussels, she 

favors a multi-disciplinary approach, moving 

between writing and visual arts.

in 2002, nazanin fakoor began designing 

costumes and sets for short films and theatre, as 

well as creating puppets for her performances 

and installations. in her installations, the garden 

and the flower, both made entirely of mirrors, she 

explores fractioned and deformed reflections, 

questioning the transparency and disappearance 

of the human body and reality as a network of 

infinite reflections.

the giant puppet l’homme represents a mutation 

of the human being in the future, reduced to a 

giant transparent brain and spine.

peter is a new york based artist who has exhibited 

internationally in galleries and museums including 

the tate britain, london, center d'art contemporarian 

in ivry, paris, the macro, rome, moma ps1, new 

york, and the israel museum, jerusalem. peter is 

participating in the 2011 yokohama triennale and 

will have a solo exhibition at the smithsonian 

hirshhorn museum and sculpture garden in 

washington d.c. in 2012.

peter has created a giant moving music box from 

a steamroller that has been custom modified 

to generate music and leave a musical imprint 

in its path. an amplified electric kalimba has 

been attached to the steamroller and notes are 

produced by the placement of bolts in the 1,400 

holes in the rear barrel so that when it rotates, it 

crates music that emanates from the machine. it 

produces a unique composition that musicians 

will accompany for a live, mobile, oversize, musical 

artwork. the steamroller has been adapted to run 

on propane so there are zero fuel emissions.

courtesy of peter coffin studio, padden kerr 

projects, and erik waldin.

peter coffin
(us)

nazanin fakoor
(iran)
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work at contemporary art centers and galleries such 

as centre d'art santa monica, cccb centre de cultura 

contemporanea barcelona, kultur buro barcelona, 

istituto italo latinomericano in rome, la panaderia in 

mexico city, proyectos ultravioleta in gatemala city 

and at cia centro de investigaciones artisticas, centro 

cultural san martin and centro cultural recoleta in 

buenos aires among others.

since 2009 santiago taccetti has been working in a 

collaborative project called twain. he has recently 

participated in the fabra i coats residency program 

2010, the proyectos ultravioleta residency in 

guatemala as well as the cia, center for investigation 

in the arts in buenos aires 2010.he has been invited 

to the 2011 watermill center international summer 

program. twain has received the generaciones 2011 art 

prize by caja madrid, considered the most prestigious 

prize for emerging artists in spain.

taccetti will create nothing to see here - a light 

installation in the watermill woods area.

santiago taccetti
(argentina)

katya grokhovsky was born in ukraine and migrated 

to australia in 1992. she has a bachelor of arts in 

fashion and a bachelor of fine arts in painting, 

from prestigious art schools in australia. she 

has travelled extensively and has received many 

awards and scholarships. grokhovsky has taken 

part in various residencies and performance art 

festivals in europe and usa. katya grokhovsky is a 

recent mfa (sculpture/performance 2011) graduate 

from the school of the art institute of chicago. she 

currently resides in chicago and brooklyn.

katya creates a durational performance and 

installation titled untitled heroics for the watermill 

benefit event.

katya grokhovsky
(ukraine/australia)
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alexander g. lyle iv does his best to avoid 

classification. at the age of 15 he became a 

residency student with the north start ballet in 

fairbanks, alaska, a choice that would blossom into 

a ten year career as a dancer working in styles as 

disparate as classical ballet, modern, butoh, and 

kathak, performing in venues ranging from the 

metropolitan opera house to the national center 

for the performing arts in mumbai, india, the roman 

forum, and various dusty third world streets. in 

2004 he apprenticed under master stone sculptor 

devraj in mahabalipuram, india. in 2006 alexander 

transitioned out of dance to focus on performance 

art and installation while also developing a career in 

film as an art director. in 2010 alexander performed 

at the moma in the three month retrospective of 

performance artist marina abramovic. also in 2010 

alexander collaborated with brazilian artist bob n. 

on a installation/performance for the sao paulo 

biennial. alexander has two degrees from new york 

university: one in dance and choreography the 

other in south asia studies. 

lyle creates a suspended sculptural performance piece 

on the building of watermill for the annual benefit.

greg goff was born in 1980 in charleston, wv. he is 

a lighting designer and theatrical artist. his work has 

been seen regionally in the us and throughout europe. 

credits include shows with/at williamstown theatre 

festival, the kennedy center, spoleto festival usa, new 

york stage and film company at vassar college, njpac, 

pace university, curtain call theater albany, nyc 24-

hour play festival, cap21, nyu’s tisch department of 

dance and department of graduate acting, new york 

music theatre festival, and new york city international 

fringe festival.

in his freelance work, greg has provided creative 

support for girl talk, green day, citizen cope, major 

league baseball’s all-star game, and the rock concert 

series live earth as well as some of the biggest names 

in entertainment including warner brothers, lucas film 

ltd. and dreamworks. mfa from nyu tisch school of 

the arts. greg currently resides in brooklyn, ny. 

greg presents a light installation on the watermill 

center's facade for the benefit event.

alexander g. lyle iv
(us)

greg goff
(us)
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ryan mcnamara is an artist working in new york city. in 

2009, his video and performance work was included 

in venues such as in the 2nd athensbiennale and x 

initiative as part of performa 09. in 2010, mcnamara 

presented his videos at galeria filomena soares, 

lisbon, and performed at the kitchen, new york, the 

whitney museum as part of the whitney biennial, 

moma ps1 as part of the exhibition "greater new 

york," and at the garage in moscow as part of the 

"100 years of performance" exhibition. in 2011, 

he received the foundation for contemporary 

art grant and his work was included in the jack 

smith retrospective at gladstone gallery and in 

shows at mendes wood, sao paulo, and lehmann 

maupin, new york. mcnamara's work is included 

in several collections, including the museum of 

modern art. he will have his first solo exhibition 

at elizabeth dee in 2012. 

ryan presents a site-specific performance in the 

woods of watermill for the event.

patricia domínguez is a chilean visual artist and 

naturalist. lives and work in new york and santiago, 

chile. she holds a visual arts degree in universidad 

católica de chile, studied the botanical and natural 

science illustration program at the new york 

botanical garden and participated as a visiting artist 

at the american museum of natural history during 

2011. she was awarded the conicyt scholarship and 

fondart in 2010 and her work has been published 

in the younger than jesus artists directory by the 

new museum of contemporary art. she researches 

the paradoxes that lie in the environmental systems 

of contemporary society, using naturalism to try to 

connect people to their natural spaces in a local 

and global level. she will begin her mfa program at 

hunter college in the fall 2011. 

patricia presents an installation dealing with the 

relation between nature and the human body at the 

watermill center's benefit event.

ryan mcnamara
(us)

patricia dominguez
(chile)
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born in new york 1980, soto has been a long-term 

collaborator with robert wilson, with whom he has 

worked since 1997 as a performer, designer and 

assistant on numerous productions and installations 

in the us and europe. throughout the last decade, 

soto has collaborated with richard foreman, dan 

graham (don’t trust anyone over 30, 2005), the hotel 

savant, terence koh, maison martin margiela, andrey 

bartenev, among others, and presented work at the 

guggenheim museum, istanbul biennial, kunstverein 

in hamburg, schauspielhaus wien, staatsoper unter 

den linden, wiener festwochen, walker art center, and 

the whitney biennial. soto was artist in residence at 

kampnagel, hamburg, in 2008.

soto’s girlmachine, created in residency at the 

watermill center in collaboration with charles chemin 

and architect christian wassmann, was presented at 

performa 09; pig pig pig (2010) was performed at 

the moscow museum of modern art as part of the qui 

vive? biennial; have mercy on me, a durational work, 

was created for the watermill center’s 2010 annual 

summer benefit. in 2011, he created a short work, my 

heart’s in my hand ,and my hand is pierced, and my 

hand’s in the bag, and the bag is shut, and my heart 

is caught, featured in an evening of performance 

curated by robert wilson at the guggenheim museum, 

the watermill quintet. in july 2011, soto performed in 

wilson and marina abramovic’s the life and death of 

marina abramovic at the manchester international 

festival, alongside abramovic, willem defoe and 

antony hergarty (of antony and the johnsons). in 

2012 soto will design the costumes for the revival of 

wilson's and philip glass' einstein on the beach, and 

wilson’s and lucinda childs’ i was sitting on my patio 

a guy appeared i though i was hallucinating at redcat 

in los angeles. 

carlos presents two erotically charged performances 

reflecting on bestial longing.

carrie is a visual artist completed ba fine art – 

sculpture rmit 2005. undertook a student exchange 

in mexico and has since travelled throughout south 

america. she has exhibited in various solo and group 

shows around melbourne. works in film and theatre 

in set/costume. is interested in activating large scale 

sculptural installations with live elements.

mcgrath will present the installation undone, a 

corset made of recycled materials planted in the 

watermill trees.

carlos soto
(us)

carrie mcgrath
(australia)
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born in neustadt a.d.w., germany, 1977.

studied sculpture at the alanus hochschule in alfter 

(2000-2003) and at the academy for arts in mainz 

(2003-2006).

in his work. schmidt distills a mythological and 

archetypal archive of devices inherent to humankind 

into an essential context. he has previously exhibited 

in small private venues and group shows throughout 

the last years in leipzig and mainz. 

lives and works in leipzig.    

ben schmidt
(germany)

it all turned out as it was meant to be.  as a child, 

celine dreamed and created olfactive stories, pulling 

inspiration from her early days in morocco and her 

native french riveria.  she was also nourished by the 

many african tribal tales told by her grandmother.  

upon completion of her marketing studies, celine 

interned at luxury companies such as chanel, christian 

dior parfums and louis vuitton.  after completing 

these internships she propelled herself through the 

looking glass and took the risk to become a perfumer.   

embarking on a sensorial journey, celine landed at 

iff in 2001 and jumped at the chance to train as a 

perfumer catapulting her into the world of her 

early fantasies.  as a commercially and artistically 

successful perfumer, some of her notable creations 

are coach poppy, jo malone vanilla & anise, hugo 

boss just different and lancome aroma blue. 

celine also was a key contributor to headspace: a 

symposium on scent as design, a collaboration with 

the moma and parsons. 

celine works with the watermill center's artists 

invresidence to develop scents for installation and 

performances duringvthe benefit event.

celine barel
(france)
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nancy whang from lcd soundsystem is a musician, 

dj and artist, long involved in both the music and art 

worlds in new york.  in addition to playing keyboards 

in the recently retired lcd soundsystem, she has 

also been a member of the juan maclean, as well as 

collaborated with other musical artists such as holy 

ghost! and shit robot.  her drawings were exhibited 

this year in a group show entitled art/music/alchemy 

shown at starkwhite gallery in auckland, new zealand, 

and she participated in the musician as designer 

series with soundscreen design.

djalvin baltrop's photographs are both voyeuristic 

and intimately composed portraits of friends, lovers, 

and strangers, many of them commingling at the 

hudson river piers in the 1970s and 80s. a bronx-born 

photographer, baltrop (1948-2004) captures a vision 

of new york city that no longer exists; a transient 

scene of artistic and sexual abandon coupled with an 

often precarious nocturnal underground. 

in focusing on the mostly undocumented subjects and 

scenarios on ny's west side in which he himself was 

immersed, baltrop finds the openness, sexual liberation, 

and public revelry that was hidden from mainstream 

society, and reflects the celebratory energy and fluidity 

that much of the downtown art of the time inspired.

for douglas crimp, an early champion of baltrop's 

work, these images "constitute rare and indispensable 

evidence of the proximity and simultaneity of artistic and 

sexual experimentation in the declining industrial spaces 

of manhattan during the 1970s, a time of particularly 

creative ferment for both scenes."

installing baltrop's photographs amongst the watermill 

collection sparks an ongoing dialogue between unlikely 

figures and objects from disparate time periods, inviting 

the viewer to encounter the works in a more intimate and 

nontraditional setting, while encouraging unexpected 

links and the formation of new meanings.

special exhibition

alvin baltrop: selected works

july 30 - august 22

curated by noah khoshbin and 
dmitry komis

all works courtesy of the 
alvin baltrop trust and third 
streaming

with special thanks to  
randal wilcox and yona backer 
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zambia-based artist stary mwaba created a maze 

installation of paintings and traditional african cloth 

exploring the perceptions of africa against himself as 

an artist. 

artist colin gee presented a solo theatrical opera, 

inspired by john ford’s 1956 film, the searchers. the 

project was further supported at new york theatre 

workshop as part of the new residency partnership.

chicago-based artist erin leland created a performative 

artist talk of her developing book about trying to 

reclaim ones’ ownership of their image.

canadian artist michael dudeck participated in a 28-

day durational residency where he underwent a vow 

of silence and experimented with monastic practises 

in the creation of a gender-divided race. he performed 

as the multi-breasted amygdala, in the form of an 

ancient rite under ritual trance. the next stage was 

performed at cpr - center for performance research.

stary mwaba: 
the godgle maps

colin gee:  
frontier 

erin leland:  
untitled

fall 2010 artists in residence loosely inspired by the film a chorus line, german 

artist alexandra sachs presented the next stage of her 

investigation of styles of natural stage presence to 

explicit showmanship and burlesque. 

the performance collective the brain factory 

meshed the video feedback design of jason akira 

somma, the electro-acoustic cello soundscapes of 

chris lancaster, and the movement and vocals of 

alison clancy. they also unveiled and experimented 

with the first interactive holography installation 

phosphene variations.

united arab emirates artist chokra (conscious 

hoarding of kinetic rage associated) hosted 

an outdoor sensorial performance embracing 

multilingual rap rhyme sequences conducted in 

quranic arabic, urdu, hindi, and english, interwoven 

with digital and analogue sound, algorithmic 

animations, programmed video, transnational 

costume and a dispersal of original accoutrements 

including saturated pigment, scent, pyromaniac 

emissions, spices and powdered chilies. 

michael dudeck:  
amygdala prototype

alexandra sachs:  
schau

jason akira somma:  
phosphene variations and 
studies in feedback

chokra:  
al-mtsaalh haal
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austrian director claudia bosse and her company 

theatercombinat presented the next stage of their 

project vampires of the 21st century or what is to be 

done then? - a choreographic performance dealing 

with identity, political visions, violence and economy. 

this american version included interviews with 

watermill community members about capitalism, 

identity and political positions around democracy 

and terrorism. 

carlos murillo, an internationally produced playwright, 

presented a lecture and reading surrounding his work 

in progress titled a thick description of harry smith. 

this biographical portable medicine show with live 

music will explore the life and times of avant-garde 

filmmaker, painter, musicologist, anthropologist, 

occultist, collector, and fabulist harry smith.

people get ready, a brooklyn collective of musicians 

and dancers, presented a public performance 

that asked: how can we perform a mix cassette 

tape? where are the cultural and personal points of 

intersection between contemporary dance and indie 

music? their piece opened at the kitchen in april 2011.

carlos murillo: 
a thick description of  
harry smith

people get ready:  
self titled 

spring 2011 artists in residence                    

claudia bosse /  
theatercombinat:  
vampires of the 21st century 
or what is to be done then?

the nine cross-disciplinary collaborators, all 

current mfa students at columbia school of the 

arts graduate programs across film, theatre arts, 

and writing, initiated the first graduate studies 

residency exploring issues of utopia. 

italian artist davide balliano presented a public 

performance of his work in progress called giving 

my back to the night i heard you lying to a giant 

second giant. focusing on five different acts, his 

five location presentation distills phases of a night 

of sleep. balliano presented the third stage at cpr- 

center for performance research.

seattle-based degenerate art ensemble presented 

a public performance of their work in progress 

titled red shoes, the reimagined hans christian 

andersen tale of a girl who is cursed to dance 

herself to death as a punishment for following 

her creative desires. immediately following their 

residency, they presented their work at cpr - 

center for performance research.

davide balliano: 
giving my back to the night 
i heard you lying to a giant 
second giant

degenerate art ensemble: 
red shoes

columbia university arts  
collaboration lab:  
this is a dream you dreamt 
in a house & both are made 
of glass
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composer joe diebes, poet christian hawkey, and 

director david levine presented fragments of their new 

opera-in-progress, inspired by milli vanilli. the three 

artists began their writing by working with three opera 

singers in a workshop environment. the next stage will 

be part of the new york theatre workshop partnership. 

icelandic egill sæbjörnsson and brazilian marcia 

moraes presented a performance installation from 

their new pop opera the world is bigger than you think. 

their performance “walk through” musical experience 

of video projections upon three dimensional objects. 

sæbjörnsson and moraes presented their work again 

at clocktower gallery in new york city.

czech republic artist tereza velikova created a video 

installation of newly created moving images inspired 

by the architecture of the watermill center. velikova’s 

work investigates how sound informs the perception 

of image.

chilean collaboration ss presented what’s he building 

in there?. this new collaboration brought together 

a theater director, a magician, a curator, and a visual 

artist to explore the many techniques of the commonly 

known magic trick, the disappearing coin. 

egill sæbjörnsson &  
marcia moraes: 
the world is bigger than  
you think

tereza velikova: 
dialog

joe diebes, christian hawkey 
& david levine: 
an untitled opera based on 
the story of milli vanilli

ss: 
what’s he building in there?

visual artist borrman worked with local food 

producers, members of the local community, and 

artists to explore a watermill farmer’s market that 

links an upstate smokehouse and a west coast 

kimchi bunker. 

visual artist whitmarsh collaborated with my 

barbarian to present an interactive, inter-

dimensional musical / visual performance 

featuring “futurians”, wealthy eco-tourists who 

travel back in time to visit “nature,” of which the 

future is bereft. the project was further developed 

at cpr - center for performance research.

exploring a new kind of materialism, artists used 

patterns of movement and sound derived from 

production processes. working with new york city 

dancers, petrenko created a new improvisational 

piece, instructions for movement with furniture. 

 

megan whitmarsh and  
my barbarian: 
tourists from the future

sasha petrenko, miriam dym 
and wwawut: 
pieces-of-you-topia

keil borrman: 
farmer’s market



fall 2010 - spring 2011 partnerships  
and nyc performances

america’s society, manhattan, new york
ss (chile), sherry dobbin with arturo herrera (venezuela)

cpr - center for performance research, brooklyn
degenerate art ensemble (usa), michael dudeck (canada), davide balliano (italy), 
megan whitmarsh and my barbarian (usa)

clocktower gallery and artonair.org, manhattan
egill sæbjörnsson & marcia moraes (iceland, brazil)

cuny / martin e segal theater and teatro stage festival
ss (chile)

new york theater workshop, manhattan
colin gee (usa), joshua seidner (usa), joe diebes, christian hawkey, and david 
levine (berlin/usa)

nyu gallatin
colin gee (usa)

watermill quintet: 
robert wilson curates new performances
guggenheim works & process, sponsored by rockefeller brothers fund 

the world premiere of a collaborative work curated by robert wilson with five young 

emerging directors and choreographers - all watermill alumni artists. the work combined 

dance with performance art, theater, video, and music by composer michael galasso. it 

was created by artists marianna kavallieratos, ryan mitchell (of implied violence), andrew 

ondrejcak, jason akira somma, and carlos soto.

director carlos soto, watermill quintet, work and process at guggenheim museum, credit: pavel antonov
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in december 2010, cherry vanilla read from her memior, 

lick me: how i became cherry vanilla. through book 

excerpts and stories she revealed juicy details about  

being a rock & roll groupie, underground actress, 

musician and writer.

in may 2011, the new partnership between the 

watermill center and arteeast, a leading international 

arts organization presenting works by contemporary 

artists from the middle east, north africa and their 

diasporas, presented a discussion exploring the 

potential of residency programs. the panel included 

barrak alzaid, artistic director of arteeast; youmna 

chlala, artist from beirut; bb chokra, artist from united 

arab emirates and past watermill resident artist; and 

sherry dobbin, director of the watermill center. 

in may 2011, restrepo, a colombian dancer, 

choreographer and founder of el colegio del cuerpo, 

shared his vision of dance as education and an agent 

of social change through a lecture and performance. 

during his stay, he led two workshops for young 

people at southampton intermediate school and with 

bridgehampton child care center. 

cherry vanilla: 
lick me: how i became  
cherry vanilla

arteeast:  
artist residencies:  
residency as catalyst

alvaro restrepo:  
carribean ma
the masked buddha

fall 2010 - spring 2011 lectures / special programs:
  

in june 2011, new york-based journalist phoebe hoban 

read from her recent book alice neel: the art of not 

sitting pretty, written in part whilst in residence at 

the watermill center in 2009. ms. hoban’s many years 

of research about alice neel and her diligent writing 

translated into adeptly-told, intimate stories about the 

tumultuous life of painter alice neel. 

phoebe hoban: 
alice neel: the art of not 
sitting pretty
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dianne b . paula cooper . lisa dennison . dmitry 

komis . joseph kraeutler . curt marcus . christophe de 

menil . christine messineo . sara nightingale . annie 

ohayon . adina popescu . simon de pury . eve reid 

joseph sheftel . christian wassmann . jörn weisbrodt 

zak williams . vita zaman

auction committee

director ryan mitchell, watermill quintett,  
works and process at guggenheim museum, credit pavel antonov
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the silent auction starts at 6:00 pm in the auction tent 

on the west terrace. all bids are final and binding and 

must be placed on the bid sheets available next to the 

art works together with a signature, printed name, and 

telephone number. bids below the stated reserve price 

cannot be considered. the silent auction ends at 11:00 

pm sharp, at which point the watermill center staff will 

announce the winning bidders for all lots.

absentee bids may be placed over the phone with dmitry 

komis at 646-750-3368, by fax at 646-349-3943, or by 

email at dmitry.komis@robertwilson.com up to 2 pm on 

july 30th. please note that bids will start at the reserve 

price and increments of $200 will be placed on behalf of 

the absentees over the course of the evening.

art works can be picked up after payment in full by check 

or credit card after 11 pm on july 30th or between 12 noon 

and 6 pm on sunday july 31th through tuesday august 

2nd at the watermill center. 

alternatively, works can be delivered free of charge 

to addresses in the hamptons in august and new york 

city thereafter. for all other destinations, shipping 

can be arranged at cost through the byrd hoffman 

watermill foundation. please arrange deliveries with 

the art and auction manager . dmitry komis (see 

information above).

silent auction

simon de pury, chairman, phillips de pury & company

jörn weisbrodt, director, the watermill center

auctioneer

master of ceremonies



live auction



lot 1 lot 2

marina abramović
serbian (1946), me & me II, 2008 

silver gelatin print, ed. 1/9, 54 x 54 inches,  
courtesy of the artist and sean kelly gallery, new york

 

 estimated value $55,000

robert mapplethorpe
american (1946), flower, 1983 

silver gelatin print, ed. 7/10, 20 x 16 inches,  
donated by the robert mapplethorpe foundation, 

courtesy of sean kelly gallery, new york

 estimated value $25,000

flower, 1983 © the robert mapplethorpe foundation
used by permission



lot 3 lot 4

julian schnabel
american (1951), pandora and the flying dutchman II, 1990 
etching on rag paper, 78 x 54 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $25,000

andy warhol
american (1928), martha graham: lamentation 1986

screenprint on lenox museum board, framed, 36 x 35 7/8 inches

 estimated value $36,000

© andy warhol foundation for the visual arts, inc.



lot 5 lot 6

robert wilson
american (1941), amadeus chairs, 1991 (from the magic flute, 1991) 

steel, set of 3 chairs, ed. 2/3,  86.6 x 11.8 x 11.8; 59 x 11.8 x 11.8; 57 x 11.8 x 11.8 inches,  
courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $35,000

black rider
unisex scent capturing the spirit of robert wilson

in celebration of his 70th birthday
ed. 70, courtesy of international flavors and fragrances, inc.

 estimated value $500



lot 7 lot 8

stardust by yochai matos
for robert wilson's 70th birthday and the watermill center

unisex sweater made to order in all sizes. made in hawick, scotland, the  
birthplace of scottish knitwear, using 100% cashmere.

edition of 70, courtesy of pringle of scotland

 estimated value $1,000

peter coffin
american (1972), tree pants, 2011 

levi’s denim, unique, dimensions variable, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $25,000



lot 9 lot 10

inez van lamsweerde and vinoodh matadin 
commissioned portrait

  the highest bidder will have the unique opportunity to be photographed by 
world-renowned photographers inez van lamsweerde and vinoodh matadin

courtesy of the artist

value priceless

dennis oppenheim
american (1938), architectural cactus #6, 2005 

 sculpture; aluminum, composite aluminum, acrylic, 9 x 6 x 8 feet, 
courtesy of amy plumb oppenheim

 estimated value $60,000



lot 11 lot 12

robert wilson
american (1941), einstein on the beach, 1975 

 chalk on paper, 22 x 30 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $20,000

support an artist-in-residence
become a supporter of watermill's year-round artist residency program and help launch the 

careers of the next generation of artists. your donation will pave the way for the  
talented emerging artists chosen by our selection committee to immerse themselves in  

the 3-4 week residency at the watermill center.

 estimated value priceless



lot 13

7 portraits + 1 song
in celebration of robert wilson 70th birthday

limited edition portfolio featuring specially commissioned works by:
laurie anderson, ross bleckner, peter hujar, christopher knowles, yoko ono,  

david salle, and rufus wainwright.
edition of 70

estimated value $5,000
 

special thanks to alexander heinrici of studio heinrici and susan gosin of dieu donné
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silent auction



lot 14 lot 15

david adamo
american (1979), untitled (smashed tomato), 2011 

bronze, unique, dimensions variable, courtesy of the artist and ibid projects, london

 estimated value $3,000

joe andoe
american (1955), reversed x4, 2010 

pigment print, ed. 55 + 3 aps, 39 1/2 x 30 inches 
published by magic circle prints, printed by andre ribuoli, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $2,500



lot 16 lot 17

tauba auerbach
american (1981), yes or no and/or yes and no, 2008 

color aquatint etching, somerset white textured paper, ap 3, edition of 30, 39 x 30 1/2 inches 
courtesy of the artist and paula cooper gallery

 estimated value $4,500

alice aycock
american (1946), the world above/the world below according to the pattern of the  

rose apple tree (1990), 1992 
silkscreen on paper, color proof, 39 1/4 x 27 1/2 inches, courtesy of salomon contemporary

 estimated value $2,000



lot 18 lot 19

davide balliano
italian (1983), untitled_virgin, 2011 

acrylic on book page, unique, 14 1/4 x 13 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $3,000

alvin baltrop
american (1948), untitled, 1975-1986, printed 2011 

gelatin-silver print, exhibition print, edition of 15, 5 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches 
courtesy of the alvin baltrop trust and third streaming

 estimated value $2,000



lot 20 lot 21

katherine bernhardt
american (1975), epidaurus, 2008 

acrylic on canvas, 24 x 20 inches, courtesy of the artist and canada, llc

 estimated value $4,000

sean bluechel
american (1969), if the chicken does not eat, the fox will soon feed the worms, 2005 

graphite on paper, four drawings, 20 1/2 x 18 inches (each) 
courtesy of the artist and nicole klagsbrun gallery

 estimated value $4,000



lot 22 lot 23

stefan bondell
american (1981), black boy can’t avoid the snakes in the grass, not dated 

oil enamel on canvas, 24 x 24 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $8,500

tom burr
american (1963), beach board, 2011 

wood and paper framed in plexiglas, 19 x 19 inches,  
courtesy of the artist and bortolami, new york

 estimated value $7,000



lot 24 lot 25

scott campbell
american (1976), good fences make good neighbors, 2011  

artist proof, cut uncut us currency sheets, edition of 3 + ap,, 10.5 x 25 x 2 inches,  
courtesy of the artist and ohwow

 estimated value $5,500

talia chetrit
american (1982), wrapped vase, 2009  

silver gelatin print, ed. 1/4, 14 x 11 inches, courtesy of renwick gallery
 

 estimated value $2,000



lot 26 lot 27

martin soto climent
mexican (1977), voluptuous picnic, 2011 

balloons, wine glass, unique, 13 x 6 x 4 inches,  
courtesy of the artist and clifton benevento, new york

 estimated value $2,500

anne collier
american (1970), double exposure, 2011 

c-print, ap 4/10, edition of 100, 11 1/4 x 16 1/2 inches,  
courtesy of the artist and anton kern gallery

 estimated value $2,500



lot 28 lot 29

meredith danluck
american, american portrait (rainbow), 2009 

digital c-print, ed. 1/5, 11 x 14 inches, courtesy of renwick gallery

 estimated value $3,600

michael combs
american (1970), best in show, 2011 

wood, urethane, foam, vinyl, 24 x 17 x 9 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $8,000



lot 30 lot 31

e.v. day
american (1967), mummified babies (3), 2007-2011 

barbie doll, beeswax, twine, 11 x 3 x 2 inches (each), courtesy of salomon contemporary

 estimated value $10,500

peter dayton
american (1955), black tulip, 2002 

xerox collage with resin on canvas, 50 x 40 inches, courtesy of salomon contemporary

 estimated value $12,000



lot 32 lot 33

francesca dimattio
american (1981), in search of spring, 2011 

acrylic and collage on paper, 20 1/2 x 16 1/4 inches, courtesy of the artist and salon 94, new 
york

 estimated value $2,500

michael dweck
american (1957), mermaid 41, 2007 

chromogenic photograph mounted on plexiglas, ed. 3/5, 30 x 37 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $14,000



lot 34 lot 35

maximilian eike
german (1989), bone chair, 2010 

oiled teak and stainless steel, as chair: 36 1/4 x 22 1/2 x 38 inches, as table: 13 1/2 x 22 1/2 x 38 inches, 
courtesy of max id ny

 estimated value $2,800

debo eilers
american (1974), screengrab 3:26 p.m. 2011, 2011 

mixed media (c-print, plexiglas, aluminum, epoxy, belt), unique, 26 x 38 x 12 inches, 
courtesy of the artist and on stellar rays

 estimated value $4,000



lot 36 lot 37

jeff elrod
american, the flower thief, 2009 

acrylic on canvas, 27 1/2 x 22  inches, courtesy of the artist and texas gallery

 estimated value $7,500

roman ermakov
russian (1985), emotions inside out, 2010 

digital print, ap, 18 x 24 inches, courtesy of the artist 
  

 estimated value $2,500



lot 38 lot 39

shannon finley
canadian (1974), everything is, 2011 

acrylic on canvas, 8 x 9 1/2 inches, courtesy of christian ehrentraut

 estimated value $1,600

robert flynt
american (1956), untitled (af b 54), 2010 

chromogenic light jet photograph, ap, edition of 5, 40 x 30 inches, 
courtesy of the artist and carrie haddad photographs, hudson, ny

 estimated value $2,500



lot 40 lot 41

ryan foerster
canadian (1983), untitled (fucked up horse), 2011 

c-print, ed. 3 + 2 aps, 24 x 16 inches, the artist and ribordy contemporary, geneva

 estimated value $2,000

nicholas forker
american (1980), high school basketball team photo op #3, 2011 

archival ballpoint on frosted mylar, 12 x 12 inches, courtesy of the artist and mallick williams & co.

 estimated value $2,000



lot 42 lot 43

erik foss
american (1973), (avarice #1 drawing), 2011 

acrylic on archers paper, 30 x 22 inches, courtesy of the artist and mallick williams & co.

 estimated value $6,000

david gamble
british (1953), andy warhol sitting in his parlor, nyc 1987, 2011 

c-type bonded on aluminum with plexiglas, ed. 1/3, 36 x 30 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $10,000



lot 44 lot 45

anton ginzburg
american-russian (1974), hyperborea series, white sea, 2011, 2011

inkjet archival print, ap, edition of 5, 20 x 27 inches, courtesy of the artist 

 estimated value $3,500

harry gordon
british, poster dress, 1968 

rayon/nylon mixture dress, 36 x 26 inches, courtesy of atopos contemporary visual culture, athens

 estimated value $7,000



lot 46 lot 47

alexandra grant
american (1973), ode to happiness 2, 2011 

mixed media on paper, 16 x 12 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist and honor fraser gallery

 estimated value $3,700

evan gruzis
american (1979), conjugal visit no. 1 (after mapplethorpe), 2010 

speedball superblack india ink on arches paper, 40 x 28 inches, courtesy of the hole

 estimated value $6,500



lot 48 lot 49

dmitry gutov
russian (1960), despite all obstacles, i will pursue my aim and will not allow bourgeois society 

to turn me into a machine for producing money, 2009 
oil on canvas, 31 1/2 x 35 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist and scaramouche ny

 estimated value $12,000

mary heilmann
american (1940), beauty mark, 2011 

ceramic, unique, 12 x 12 inches, courtesy of the artist, 303 gallery, and hauser wirth gallery

 estimated value $15,000



lot 50 lot 51

arturo herrera
venezuelan (1959), arabella, 2009 

collage/mixed media on paper, 20 1/3 x 15 2/3 inches, courtesy of the artist and sikkema jenkins & co.

 estimated value $12,000

michael huey
american (1964), rustkammer (no. 1), 2005 

c-print diosec mounted on aluminum, ed. 1/5, 12 x 12 inches, 
courtesy of the artist and newman popiashvili gallery 

 estimated value $2,000



lot 52 lot 53

alfredo jaar
chilean (1956), nude descending a staircase, 2004 

cibachrome, ap 1/7, edition of 30, 23 1/2 x 48 1/3 inches, courtesy of the artist, n.y.

 estimated value $6,000

ray johnson
american (1927), untitled (dear etant), 1970, 1974-1988-1991 

collage on cardboard panel, 11 x 7 3/8 x 1/8 inches, courtesy of richard feigen and frances beatty

 estimated value $12,000



lot 54 lot 55

anya kielar
american (1978), teal wind, 2009 

sand, paint, fixative on paper mounted to museum board, 25 1/4 x 13 inches, 
courtesy of the artist and rachel uffner gallery

 estimated value $3,000

andrew kuo
american (1977), tree face, 2011 

paint on photograph, 27 x 20, courtesy of the artist and taxter & spengemann, new york

 estimated value $4,500



lot 56 lot 57

kir stin lamb
american (1979), synderesis, 2010 

gouache on paper on board, 16 x 16, courtesy of the artist and voltz clarke

 estimated value $2,000

laurie lambrecht
american (1955), bathing beauties, blue, 1990 

archival pigment print, ed. 3/12, 24 x 24 inches, courtesy of the drawing room

 estimated value $2,500



lot 58 lot 59

alexis laurent
french-american (1969), acrobates 3, 2011 

wood, 35 1/2 x 36 x 6 inches, courtesy of leila heller gallery, new york

 estimated value $16,000

thomas lawson
american (1951), study for confrontation, 2010 

gouache on photo, 11 x 8 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $2,500



lot 60 lot 61

robert lazzarini
american (1965), cigarettes (winston), 2011

paper, ed. 10 + 1 ap, 3 1/2 x 4 x 3 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist and honor fraser gallery, LA

 estimated value $10,000

rainier lericolais
french (1970), idilio, 2011

paint on canvas, unique, 27 1/3 x 19 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $5,000



lot 62 lot 63

miltos manetas
greek (1964), outside of “now”, 2001 

oil on canvas, 40 x 48 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $15,000

megan marrin
american (1982), untitled (laundrette), 2010 

leather on found door, 13 1/2 x 16 x 1 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $2,200



lot 64 lot 65

adam mcewen
british (1965), jerrycan (water), 2007 

pressed steel jerrycan, 20 liters marfa water, ap 12/14, 18 1/2 x 13 1/4 x 6 1/4 inches 
courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $6,000

melissa meyer
american (1947), for setsuko hara I, 2009 

watercolor on paper, 20 x 32 inches inches, courtesy of the artist and lennon, weinberg, inc.

 estimated value $5,000



lot 66 lot 67

jane moseley
american, untitled, 2010 

wax and clay on canvas, 24 x 18 inches, courtesy of the hole

 estimated value $3,000

olivier mosset
swiss-american (1944), untitled, 2008 

silkscreen on paper, ed. 24/25, 19 2/3 x 27 1/2 inches, courtesy of triple v, paris

 estimated value $1,500



lot 68 lot 69

carrie moyer
american (1963), scroll, 2011 

acrylic on canvas, 36 x 24 x 1 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist and canada, llc

 estimated value $5,000

jeff muhs
american (1966), decommissioned chair, 2011 

concrete and plastic, 21 x 14 3/4 x 14 3/4 inches, courtesy of beth mcneill and jeff muhs

 estimated value $12,000



lot 70 lot 71

carter mull
american (1977), working, new york times, june 28, 2010, 2010 

ink on paper and pasted paper, 16 3/4 x 21 3/4 inches, 
courtesy of the artist and taxter & spengemann, new york

 estimated value $2,000

matt mullican
american (1951), untitled, 1988 

oilstick on paper, 19 x 19 inches, courtesy of the artist and tracy williams, ltd.

 estimated value $7,000



lot 72 lot 73

laurel nakadate
american (1975), september 23, 2010, 2011 

ink jet print, ed. 1/30, 8 1/2 x 11 inches, courtesy of leslie tokonow artworks + projects, new york

 estimated value $1,100

© laurel nakadate

shahryar nashat
swiss (1975), photoscaled 1 (magenta), 2011 

c-print on paper, 17 1/3 x 19 3/4 inches, courtesy of silberkuppe, berlin

 estimated value $2,750



lot 74 lot 75

olaf nicolai
german (1962), kombination, 2008-50, 2008 

colored papers, basketry, 9 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches, courtesy of galerie eigen+art leipzig/berlin

 estimated value $3,400

dennis oppenheim
american (1938), study - device to root out evil, 1997 

silkscreen print ed. 37/80, produced 2001, 40 1/2 x 28 1/4 inches 
courtesy of amy plumb oppenheim

 estimated value $4,000



lot 76 lot 77

rachel owens
american (1972), loot, 2010 

bricks, gold leaf, glass, burnt wood, 13 1/2 x 15 x 12 inches, 
courtesy of the artist and ziehersmith gallery

 estimated value $5,000

gordon parks
american (1912), mother and child, blind river, ontario, 1955 

gelatin silver print, 14 x 11 inches, courtesy of the gordon parks foundation

 estimated value $10,000



lot 78 lot 79

josé parlá
american (1973), letra 1, 2011 

acrylic on paper, 24 x 36 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $8,000

walter pfeiffer
swiss (1946), untitled, 2008 (2010) 

c-print on aluminum, exhibition print 1/1, 9 1/2 x 14 1/5 inches 
courtesy of galerie bob van orsouw, zurich

 estimated value $2,500



lot 80 lot 81

michael phelan
american (1968), shit happens on satur-days, 2011 

enamel on factory-baked polyester painted aluminum composite panel with metal frame,  
ed. 3/5, 49 x 35 inches, the artist and mitterrand + sanz | contemporary art, zurich

 estimated value $5,000

job piston
american (1983), david, 2011 

laptop photogram, ed. 1/3, 14 x 22 inches, courtesy of the artist and silverman gallery, san francisco

 estimated value $1,300



lot 82 lot 83

matthew porter
american (1975), supercharged #1, 2006 

archival pigment print back-mounted on plexi in artist’s frame with museum glass,  
ed. 3/5, 15 x 19  inches, courtesy of the artist and m+b gallery

 estimated value $2,200

neo rauch
german (1960), kristall, 2010 

etching on handmade paper, ed. 33/35, 27 x 19 3/4 inches,  
courtesy of galerie eigen+art leipzig/berlin and david zwirner, new york

 estimated value $4,000



lot 84 lot 85

tim rollins & k.o.s.
american (1951; k.o.s. active 1981-present), "the great gastby" after f. scott fitzgerald, 2011 

acrylic on book pages on canvas, 18 x 30 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $20,000

anri sala
albanian (1974), it came to stay, 2008

diptych, c-prints mounted on dibond, 14 1/8 x 22 7/8 inches (each)
courtesy of the artist and marian goodman gallery, new york

 estimated value $18,000



lot 86 lot 87

hope sandrow
american, observational findings, april 30 10:15:03 am drawn in dirt by anonymous member 

of shinnecock family flock spacetime open air studio, shinnecock hills, june 2011
digital archival print, ed. 1/3, 19 x 28 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $2,000

matthew satz
american (1971), tar and feather painting, 2011 

tar and feathers on canvas, 30 x 30 inches, courtesy of the artist and satz studio inc.

 estimated value $18,000



lot 88 lot 89

kenny scharf
american (1958), cosmic donut, 2008 

silkscreen with crystal glitter on illustration board, ed. 50/60, 47 1/2 x 46 1/4 inches,  
courtesy of the artist and paul kasmin gallery

 estimated value $6,500

mark seliger
american (1959), president barack obama, the white house, september 2010, 2010 

gelatin silver print, ap 4/4, edition of 25, 16 x 20 inches, courtesy of the artist
 

 estimated value $5,000



lot 90 lot 91

andres serrano
american (1950), piss elegance, 2004 

cibachrome, ed. 11/50 + 6 aps, 14 x 11 inches, courtesy of paula cooper gallery, new york

 estimated value $8,000

jin shan
chinese (1977), i am 27 years old (2001), 2006 

c-print, ed. 2/6, 27 1/2 x 19 3/4 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $2,500



lot 92 lot 93

cindy sherman
american (1954), untitled, 2003 

color photograph, ed. 324/350, 30 x 20 inches, courtesy of the artist and metro pictures

 estimated value $3,500

dasha shishkin
american-russian (1977), sailing on my rage for you, 2011 

etching, ap 1/3, ed. 10, 18 x 25 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist and zach feuer gallery

 estimated value $3,000



lot 94 lot 95

taryn simon
american (1975), guinea pigs (prohibited), 2010 

two archival inkjet prints in plexiglas box, ed. 4/4, 9 1/4 x 15 1/2 x 2 1/2 inches,  
courtesy of gagosian gallery

 estimated value $6,500

mickey smith
american (1972), probe, 2006 

archival pigment print, ed. 2/10, 46 x 30 inches, courtesy of the artist and invisible-exports

 estimated value $3,600



lot 96 lot 97

ara starck
french (1978), monsieur loyal, 2008 

oil paint, lenticular, 46 x 31 x 1 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $11,700

sabina streeter
german, "posseduta da maschi insaziabili…" (translation: posessed by insatiable males), 2011 

mixed media charcoal on bainbridge, 66 x 48 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $7,500



lot 98 lot 99

vibeke tandberg
norwegian (1967), my own rain, 2008 

collage on paper, 26 1/5 x 19 1/3 inches, courtesy of the artist at galerie klosterfelde

 estimated value $3,000

storm tharp
american (1971), goldie, diane, shelly, glenda, cher + meryl, 2010 

colored pencil on paper, 44 x 36 inches,  
courtesy of the artist, nicole klagsbrun gallery, and pdx contemporary art

 

 estimated value $8,000



lot 100 lot 101

barry underwood

 estimated value $2,800

bettina werner
italian-american (1965), horizon, 2001 

painting created with textured colorized salt technique, 80 x 24 inches 
courtesy of the salt queen foundation

 estimated value $17,000



lot 102

robert wilson
american (1941), philip glass, 2011 

graphite on paper, 30 x 20 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $14,000

robert wilson
american (1941), einstein on the beach, 1975 

graphite on paper, 22 x 30 1/2 inches, courtesy of the artist

 estimated value $20,000



lot 104 lot 105

thomas zipp
german (1966), p.n. 7, 8, 9, 2008 

acrylic and oil on canvas and mixed media on paper in two parts,  
15 3/4 x 11 3/4 and 13 2/5 x 10 4/5 framed, courtesy of mark fletcher

 estimated value $15,000 estimated value $5,000

aaron young
american (1972), weekend king, 2009 

silkscreen on aluminum, 24 x 24 inches 
courtesy of the artist and bortolami, new york
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robert wilson’s and philip glass’ legendary 

einstein on the beach will be revived in 2012. 

this workshop serves to further develop and 

check the design, prototypes and marketing 

material as well as discuss technical issues for 

the world tour produced by pomegranate arts.

montclair state university’s kasser theater is 

commissioning robert wilson in collaboration 

with bernice johnson reagon, toshi reagon, and 

jacqueline woodson to conceive a theatrical-

musical play based on the afro-anmerican self 

taught artist clementine hunter to premiere in 

january 2013.

the museum for african art are commissioning 

robert wilson in collaboration with curators 

enid schildkrout and ida nicolaisen to design 

an exhibition for traps to open as one of the 

first exhibition in the new building on fifth 

avenue and central park north.

the second annual workshop will bring together 

a new group of high-profile scientists and 

artists to investigate the nature of creativity 

and how ideas change our perception of 

reality and come into consciousness. the 

workshop will focus on the development of 

a collaboration between marina abramovic 

and the sackler institute for developmental 

psychobiology at weill college of cornell 

university and the creation of ideas for other 

collaborations between artists and scientists. 

this project will be premiere in moscow in the 

fall.  the workshop is generously supported by 

the mortimer d. sackler family foundation.

following the very successful watermill quintet  

project that was developed at watermill in 

2010 and supported by the rockefeller brothers 

fund, this project will bring together a group of 

young directors, artists and performers who will 

each develop their own approach to sections 

of einstein on the beach. wilson will curate and 

mentor the staging and final rehearsals at the 

baryshnikov arts center in the spring of 2012, 

supported again by the rockefeller brothers fund.

einstein on the beach

new einstein on the  
beach project
(working title)

clementine hunter

traps 

art and science: insights  
into consciousness

summer 2011 workshops
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in collaboration with change performing arts 

and the teatro comunale di bologna, robert 

wilson is developing a staging concept for 

verdi’s first adaptation of the shakespeare 

play to be premiered in bologna in february 

2013.

in collaboration with change performing arts and 

the teatro di san carlo in naples, robert wilson is 

developing a staging concept for alban berg’s 

lulu based on the wedekind play by the same 

name which wilson directed with great success 

at the berliner ensemble in the spring of 2011. the 

opera lulu will premiere in naples in october 2013.

after a successful fundraising campaign for the 

creation of an organic rooftop garden that will 

feed participants, artists and residents alike, 

robert wilson will design with participants from 

the summer program the roof top garden.

robert wilson and lucinda childs with producer 

some serious business are working on reviving 

this legendary 1977 production for the pacific 

time festival in la premiering at the redcat theater 

in january 2012.

in collaboration with bauhaus weimar, the 

hochshule fuer musik franz liszt in weimar and 

the kunstfest weimar, seven artists from watermill 

are developing with seven art students from 

bauhaus weimar the concept for an exhibition/

performance around liszt’s music piece ‘via 

crucis’ to be curated by robert wilson.  

robert wilson will develop a new lighting concept 

for the concert hall at the famous arts venue 

bozar in brussels as well as a concept for a 

staged concert to be performed at the bozar and 

then on tour to partner institutions.

lulu  
via crucis

bozar, centre for  
fine arts brusselsroof top garden design

i was sitting on my patio this 
guy appeared i thought i was 
hallucinating

macbeth
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each year, the watermill center invites the public 

to a day of open performances, workshops, and 

installations. on sunday august 14th from 3 to 6 pm, 

families of all ages are welcome to enjoy tours of the 

building and grounds, observe performances, and 

participate in open workshops run by watermill artists.

ted bonin . elizabeth sussman . susanne neubauer 

mark raizen . noah lurang . matt mullican 

eric fischl . roger ferris

guest lecturers discover watermill



credits and acknowledgements
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mariano marquez (peru) . keith mcdermott (usa)  

carrie mcgrath (australia) . zoe mey (malayasia)  

alex miller (germany) . ilenk gentille mohamed 

(indonesia . ) . alejandro moreno (chile) . shige moriya 

(japan) . zowita mustapha (malaysia) . adi nachman 

(isarel)  . alex nadler (usa) rima najda (lebanon) 

susanne neubauer (switzerland) . stephen nolan 

(germany) . oleksandra oliinyck (ukraine) . andrew 

ondrejcak (usa) . jakob oredsson (sweden)  . augustin 

passard (france) . georg pelzer (germany) . elena plavita 

(romania) . yvonne radecker (germany) . jacques reynaud 

(italy) . leonie sakuth (germany) . jake schitling (usa) 

ben schmidt (germany) . fabian schoog (germany) . jon 

skulburg(norway) . andrzej sosnowski (poland) . carlos 

soto (usa) . bernhard stippig (germany) . sue jane stoker 

(usa) . yashi tabassoumi (germany) . santiago taccetti 

(argentina) . tatyana tenenbaum (usa) . tai timbers (usa)  

john torres (usa) . vincent van randen (the netherlands) 

serge von arx (switzerland)  . daniel von behr (germany)  

magdelena von behr (germany) . moritz wehrmann 

(germany) . molly weiss (usa) . aj weissbard (usa)  

nadia witte (france) . vassilis zidianakis (greece)

thanassis akokkalidis (greece) . abdulla al awadi 

(kuwait) . carlos antunes (portugal) . celine barel 

(france) . emanuel bean (usa) . annick lavallee 

benny (canada) . anouk berenguer (france) 

giacomo blume (germany) . andressa bomfim 

(brazil) . angela bonacci (usa) . jörg brinkmann 

(germany) . nikitas broukakis (greece) . phillip 

brunke (germany) . lucinda childs (usa) . lovis dengler 

(indonesia/germany) . thom dobbin (uk) . patricia 

dominguez (chile) . stephanie engeln (germany) 

nazanin fakoor (iran) . clo'e floirat (france) . ricardo 

frayha (brazil) . olga generalova(russia) . vasiliki 

giannoula (greece) . andy gilchrist (usa)  . katya 

grokhovsky(ukraine/australia) . meg harper (usa)  

uli hauschild (germany) . daphne ioakimidou-

patakia (greece) . caroline james (usa) . gjorgje 

jovanovik (mazed) . hyun ju song (germany) . ioana 

jucan (romania) . abdi karya(indonesia). marianna 

kavalliaratos (greece) . christopher knowles (usa)  

jan kremen (czech republic) . charlie le mindu 

(france) . maciej lukaszewikz (poland) . alexander 

lyle (usa) . adrian madlener (belgium/usa) 

participants
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robert wilson - artistic director . jorn weisbrodt - director  

sherry dobbin - director . andrei nadler - director of 

finance . natascha theis - director of special events 

noah khoshbin - curator . nixon beltran - center manager  

joseph bradshaw - archive manager . dmitry komis - 

art & auction manager . tj witham - communications 

manager . andrea fabry - senior grants manager 

kristin fabrizio - humanities coordinator . lorien reese - 

program coordinator . pinki patel - executive / special 

events assistant . jake schlichting - archive assistant

the watermill center / bhwf foundation staff 

artistic director - robert wilson . workshop director - jorn 

weisbrodt . summer program directors - sherry dobbin . 

sue jane stoker . artist producer - adi nachman . technical 

director - daniel von behr . curator - noah khoshbin 

center manager - nixon beltran . program coordinator - 

lorien reese . humanities coordinator - kristin fabrizio  

company manager - yvonne radecker . program 

assistant - magdalena von behr . media coordinator - thom 

dobbin . photographers - lovis dengler . alex nadler  

nadia witte . project book coordinator - susanne 

neubauer . workshop coordinator - leonie skuth

summer staff
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concept & design - robert wilson & jorn weisbrodt . curators - adi 

nachman, noah khoshbin . producers - sherry dobbin, adi nachman 

pr & event director - natascha theis . pr and event coordinator - pinki 

patel . communications manager - tj witham . production manager - 

jenni bowman . lighting designer - aj weissbard . technical director - 

daniel von behr . head carpenter - vincent van randen . assistant 

lighting designer - greg goff . sound design - dynamic productions, 

tai timbers . media support - thom dobbin, andrzej sosnowsk 

auctioneer - simon de pury, chairman, phillips de pury & company  

auction curator - dmitry komis . auction assistant - alex raponi 

auction layout & exhibition design - christophe de menil, dmitry komis, 

jacques reynaud, christian wassmann . art installation - matt shattuck 

art handlers - david smith, brian montuori, juan fontanive, silvina 

arismendi, jay dunlap, alex nadler . graphic design - clo’e floriat, justin 

troust of second sight art + color . caterer - olivier cheng catering 

& events . tent decoration - meghan whitmarsh, matthew salata 

event assistant - janina bueltmann . photographer - lovis dengler 

special events interns - crystal sourour, ashley brown . archives 

intern - samuel b. kahler . development interns - lauren ginarte, 

elise herget, kelly mckenna . auction interns - yong shin, cami farey

‘voluptuous panic’ staff

resident artists degenerate art ensemble (usa) credit- ian lucero 
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watermill 2011 gardening team . nixon beltran 

dianne b . angela bonacci . cathy & stuart foster   

aidan furlong of hamptons grass and bamboo 

prentis goodman . jim glover & family of glover 

perennials . marianna kavallieratos & nikitas 

kavallieratos . larry lillie . the limonius family of 

buckley’s nursery . kurt macdonald of savatree/

savalawn . mica marder . wilfredo martinez . bob 

monpetit of peat & sons . women of the plantage, 

inc . mike de rosa of eastland farms . brian 

ramaekers . hope sandrow . ray smith of ray smith 

& associates . matko tomicic of longhouse reserve

gardening and landscaping thanks 

thierry barbier-mueller . bauhaus weimar . bc 

partners . cristiana brandolini and antoine lefont  

change performing arts . robert de rothschild 

lee maccormick edwards & michael crane . julie 

graham . marieluise hessel . wolfgang honninger 

jan kengelbach . jürgen & gabriele kluge . kunstfest 

weimar . toby lewis . dorothy lichtenstein . margaret 

mcdermott . giovanna mazzocchi . mimi & peter 

haas fund . montclair state university . museum for 

african art . victoria newhouse . maren otto . michael 

& christie otto . alain passard . pomegranate arts 

miuccia prada . rockefeller brothers fund . deedie 

rose . dieter rosenkranz . gheri sackler . the mortimer 

d. sackler family foundation . scaler foundation 

barbara slifka . some serious business . susman family 

foundation . trust for mutual understanding . franz 

von bayern . bettina von siemens . franz wassmer  

heiner weber . isabel witte . hans-peter zenner

watermill summer program supporters
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dorothy lichtenstein . peter lindbergh . eugenio lopez . dr. johann borwin 

lüth . lvmh / moët hennessy.louis vuitton . judy lybke .  louise t. blouin 

macbain . the mach foundation . the honorable earle & carol mack . the 

robert mapplethorpe foundation . giovanna mazzocchi . jay mcinerney 

& anne hearst mcinerney . michael meagher . jonathan meese . andrew 

w. mellon foundation . bruce & julie menin . richard & marcia mishaan 

montblanc . the national endowment for the arts . leslie negley . nancy 

negley . daniel neidich & brooke garber neidich . samuel i. newhouse 

foundation . the new york state council on the arts . the new york state 

urban development corporation . lyndon l. olson jr. . dennis oppenheim 

(in memoriam) . joël-andré ornstein & gabriella maione ornstein 

maren otto . michael otto . the overbrook foundation . the park avenue 

charitable fund . laura pels . richard & lisa perry . maria pessino . campion 

& tatiana platt . madame claude pompidou . the prince claus fund . dr. 

edgar quadt . william & katharine rayner . alfred richterich . the jerome 

robbins foundation . rockefeller borthers fund . the felix & elizabeth 

rohatyn foundation . rolex . thaddaeus ropac . dieter rosenkranz . the 

rudin-dewoody family .  may & samuel rudin family foundation . the 

rudkin family foundation . mark rudkin . the mortimer d. sackler family 

david salle . louisa stude sarofim . kimihiro sato . the scaler foundation 

henry & elizabeth segerstrom . the evelyn sharp foundation . the peter j. 

sharp foundation . roberta sherman . richard silverstein & carla emil . the 

juliet lea hillman simonds foundation . the simonds foundation . barbara 

slifka . joseph & sylvia slifka foundation . the soros family . sotheby’s  

the alexander c. & tillie s. speyer foundation . stanley stairs . john 

stewart . melville & leila straus . suffolk county office of cultural affairs  

taipei cultural center . nader tavakoli . trust for mutual understanding  

spencer tunick . prinz von bayern . brigitte von ribbentrop . voom hd 

networks . rufus wainwright . franz wassmer . the karan weiss foundation  

robert m. wilson . robert w. wilson . robert wilson stiftung . the laura 

lee w. woods foundation . works & process at the guggenheim . neda 

young . klaus & antje zumwinkel and many other esteemed donors.

shaikha paula al-sabah . fawzi m. al-saleh . marina abramovic . american 

friends of the paris opera and ballet . the annenberg foundation . the 

giorgio armani corporation . aventis foundation . dianne b . bacardi usa  

inc. . stephan balzer . irving benson . pierre bergé . andré bernheim  

nathan bernstein & katharina otto-bernstein . luciano & giancarla 

berti . ross bleckner . bridges larson foundation . brooks brothers 

the brown foundation . cecily brown . bruno brunet & nicole hackert  

stanley buchthal & maja hoffmann . the martin bucksbaum family 

foundation . henry buhl . ed bulgin . franz & bettina burda . william 

i. campbell & christine wächter-campbell . chanel . alain coblence  

melissa cohn . richard d. (in memoriam) and lisa colburn . elaine 

terner cooper (in memoriam) . paula cooper & jack macrae . the 

cowles charitable trust . the dorothy & lewis b. cullman foundation  

zora danon (in memoriam) . hélène david-weill . ethel de croisset 

(in memoriam) . lisa de kooning . addie de menil and ted carpenter 

(in memoriam) . christophe de menil . simon de pury . philippine de 

rothschild . deutsche bank na . margherita di niscemi . robert louis 

dreyfus (in memoriam) . asher edelman . david & susan edelstein 

christian eisenbeiss . richard & eileen ekstract . marina eliades . the 

elkins foundation . the empire state development corporation . jan 

fabre . harald falckenberg & larissa hilbig . philip & lisa maria falcone 

roger & wendy ferris . forum associates . betty freeman (in memoriam)  

juergen & anke friedrich . jolmer gerritse . nan goldin . barbara l. 

goldsmith foundation . douglas gordon . martin & audrey gruss 

agnes gund . the guttman family . veronica hearst . mary heilmann  

gabriele henkel . ikepod timepieces . yves-andré istel & kathleen 

begala . ilya & emilia kabakov . holm keller . anselm kiefer . lummi 

u. kieren . calvin klein family foundation . william & eileen kornreich 

oleg kulik . stewart f. lane & bonnie comely . l’oreal usa . thomas h. lee 

& ann tenenbaum . annie leibovitz . ann lewis (in memoriam) . lexus . 

byrd hoffman watermill foundation thanks
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gift bag provided by aesop, inc usa

  

cocktails courtesy of bacardi usa

wine provided by mouton rothschild

beer provided by stella artois

water provided by s.pellegrino & acqua panna

soft drinks provided by izze sparkling juice

  

thanks to our gift bag sponsor

thanks to our beverage sponsors

2011 summer program participants . community board 

auction donors . ms. lim of a-z framing . lisa anastos 

diane anderson . albert antonio . bacardi usa, inc. . roger 

besinger . prolitec . jean-paul claverie . laura delonoe . loc 

dong . vincent hugonnard-roche . jeanette dupree . jane 

fox & jack riordan . veronique ferval . aidan furlong . marina 

geigert . lisa de kooning . roseann lamanna . jean-christophe 

legreves .  liz malinoski . jackie mansfield of the atlantic & 

bentley . materials for the arts . dept of cultural affairs, new 

york . alison mazzola . nicolas mirzayantz . maria pessino  

sylvius von posadowsky-werner . sarah reilly . rebecca 

riebelhaupt . elka rifkin . peter resenberg  . baroness 

philippine de rothschild . mark rudkin . rob simonson 

alissa smith . claire-aude staraci . renell sullivan . helen 

wilson . giovanni lepori . jill s. shapiro . collaborationtown 

(terri gabriel . geoffrey decas o’donnell . jordan seavey  

derek rippe . lee ann gullie . emily batsford) . esther 

mcgowan  . christina liu . jodie koo . sotheby’s institute of 

art volunteers . brianna lutz . megan mckenna  . amanda 

cohen . dillon savage . brad albetta . bianca bianconi 

teddy wainwright . paula quijano mica i. marder  

ben rodriguez . alexander heinrici . susan gosin  

kathy battista . blue medium - john melick, 

jeffrey walkowiak, ozgur gungor, andrew taylor

special thanks
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allen adler & frances beatty . etel adnan . jeff & 
toni beauchamp . dianne b & lys marigold . helen 
berggruen . santiago calatrava . madison cox  
beth rudin dewoody . tan dun . jutta ferbers 
cristina ferreyos . frederick fisher . dora frost  
marian goodman . simone guttman . barbara 
villiger heilig . frank hentschker . john & joan 
hotchkis . barbara jakobson . george kiejman 
edward & barbara knowles . jacqueline kohler-
krotoschin . pearl lam . meredith & cornelia 
long . margarita louis-dreyfus . gabriele lüth 
.bonnie marranca . taeko matsuda . georgia 
oetker . maren otto . ed & lyn parser . laura 
pels . judith pisar . leon & cynthia polsky  
dennis redmond . william rudin . randy slifka 
.lucien terras . hans peter tiefenbacher 
matko & ivanc̆ia tomic̆ić  . towbin fund . patrick 
truhn . jean k. & marylea van daalen . ulrike von 
lehsten . michael & cecelia von medem . ulrich 
& sylvia voswinckel . gerd wameling . christian 
wassmann . peter weibel . jörn weisbrodt 
stanley weiss . robert wilson . andrzej wirth

roof-top garden supporters

resident artists claudia bosse and theatercombinat (austria) credit- thomas köck
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contributors to the publication of 
the watermill center : a laboratory for performance

sydney albertini . american institute of architecture . rina anoussi . sylvia baruch 

daniel & sylvia becker . dianne b & lys marigold . leslie biddle . mary j. bochroch 

karen boltax . ada ciniglio . richard delaney (in memoriam) . regina dubin  

richard feldman . rick feldman & susan horowitz . susan felsher . robert frame 

peter gollwitzer & gabrielle oettingen . philippe guilbert . veronica hackett . elina 

hanhivaara . louisa hargrave . beverly hendricks . owen hughes & kimberly goff-hughes  

wilna karsch . frances levine  . paul & shelly lindenauer . daniel loureiro . maeera 

mougin . clifton nordmeier . jackie ostrander . frederica pellman . max pine . barbara 

press . polina proshkina . brian ramaekers . lisa rose . paul & bette schneiderman 

barbara seifert . william selby . carsten siebert . harold snedcof . frances sniffen 

ed stateman . calvin thompson . bonnie uslianer . eric weinberger & steve sagman  

astrid wimmer . jifat windmiller . tj witham . jacob yahiayan . patricia zamoyska

maren otto . stewart f lane & bonnie comley 

dr. jamal nesseibe & julia balaeskoul-nesseibe . lauren 

& joe pizza . shaikha paula al-sabah . irving benson   

luciano & giancarla berti . william i. campbell & 

christine wächter-campbell . alain coblence . hélène 

david-weill . lisa dennison . eric de rothschild . beth 

rudin dewoody . lisa ehrenkranz . carola & bobby 

jain . calvin klein . william & eileen kornreich . ann 

lewis . dorothy lichtenstein, eugenio lopez . henry 

mcneil . montblanc . lyndon l. olson jr. . lisa & richard 

perry . felix & elizabeth rohatyn . roberta sherman  

stanley t. stairs & leslie powell . patricia tarr

members

rina anoussi . thierry barbier-mueller . irving benson . lilott & erik berganus 

michael braverman . michael caddell . lea carpenter brokaw . joan hardy clark  

lauren digiulio . barbara grodd . agnes gund . peter harvey . gabriele henkel  

hans hollein . isabelle huppert . yves-andré istel & kathleen begala . erna jolles  

monique knowlton . jack larson foundation . garret linden . earle & carol 

mack . alison mazzola . maeera mougin . maren otto . maria pessino . chula 

reynolds & sophia collier . jill ritblat . felix & elizabeth rohatyn . mark rudkin  

margery arent safir . kathy shelton . lois & george stark . marie-monique 

steckel . jane wesman . robert wilson . neda young . michael and nina zilkha

library supporters
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You’ll Love What’s Inside.™

70% Pure Fruit Juice
and Sparkling Water.
All natural. Nothing artificial.  
No refined sugar or preservatives.  
Discover more at izze.com.

®

© 2010 IZZE and the IZZE Fruit Slice Design are trademarks of IZZE Beverage Co. 
Made from Clementine and a delightful blend of other natural juices.



W I T H  I T S  U N I Q U E  B L E N D  O F  M I N E R A L S ,  S . P E L L E G R I N O 
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B E T W E E N  G O O D  F R I E N D S .
©2011 Nestlé Waters North America Inc.   



 



BACARDI® 8 is a masterful blend

of the finest rums aged at least 8 years

in carefully selected American Oak

casks. This dark rum is known for its

complex aroma, smooth, rich taste and

a long and expansive finish.

with age comes refined

TASTE
the finest premium aged rum

ENJOY TOGETHER RESPONSIBLY.
NEAT OR OVER ICE

Bacardi.com
©2011 BACARDI ANDTHE BAT DEVICE ARE REGISTEREDTRADEMARKS OF BACARDI & COMPANY LIMITED. BACARDI U.S.A., INC., CORAL GABLES, FL. RUM – 40% ALC. BY VOL.
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Baroness Philippine de Rothschild

congratulates Robert Wilson and  
the Byrd HoffmanWatermill Foundation  

on the success of  
their extended artist residencies  

and public programs.

121 Main Street, Bridgehampton
2 Jobs Lane, Southampton (women’s)

12 Jobs Lane, Southampton (men’s)

Classic 

C lot h i n g  &  AC C e s s o r i e s 

f o r  W o m e n  A n d  m e n

…  A n d  4 5  ot h e r  e xC l u s i v e 

lo C At i o n s



please join the watermill center  
in celebrating 

robert wilson’s  
70th birthday

19 september 2011
milan, italy

private birthday lunch hosted by giancarla and luciano berti at palazzo crespi
teatro alla scala world premiere of monteverdi’s il ritorno di ulisse in patria at 8pm

evening champagne reception

29 september 2011 
berlin, germany

2nd annual german benefit voluptuous panic
performance, auction & birthday dinner at 8pm

sponsored by montblanc at the studio of elmgreen and dragset    

4 october 2011
new york, usa

brooklyn academy of music north american premiere of  
three penny opera with the berliner ensemble at 7:30pm

private birthday dinner to follow
sponsored by lvmh / moët henessy.louis vuitton at the magic room

4 november 2011
paris, france

theatre de la ville wold premiere of lulu with music by lou reed at 7:30 pm 
private birthday dinner to follow

hosted by pierre bergé

for reservations | +1 212 253 7484 ext 10 | rwbirthday@watermillcenter.org
www.watermillcenter.org/birthday
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